We examine the approach used and the results presented in a recent publication (Can. J. Phys. 76, 295 (1998)) in which (i) a noninertial reference frame is used to examine the motion of a curling rock, and (ii) the lateral motion of a curling rock is attributed to left-right asymmetry in the force acting on the rock. We point out the important differences between describing the motion in an inertial frame as opposed to a noninertial frame. We show that a force exhibiting left-right asymmetry in an inertial frame cannot explain the lateral motion of a curling rock. We also examine, as was apparently done in the recent publication, an effective force that has left-right asymmetry in a noninertial, rotating frame. We show that such a force is not left-right asymmetric in an inertial frame, and that any lateral motion of a curling rock attributed to the effective force in the noninertial frame is actually due to a real force, in an inertial frame, which has a net nonzero component transverse to the velocity of the center of mass. We inquire as to the physical basis for the transverse component of this real force. We also examine the motion of a rotating cylinder sliding over a smooth surface for which there is no melting: we show that the motion is easily analyzed in an inertial frame and that there is little to be gained by considering a rotating frame. We relate the results for this simple case to the more involved problem of the motion of a curling rock: we find that the motion of curling rocks is best studied in inertial frames. Perhaps most importantly, we show that the approach taken and the results presented in the recent publication lead to predicted motions of curling rocks that are in disagreement with observed motions of real curling rocks. PACS Nos.: 46.00, 01.80+b
Introduction
In the sport of curling, cylindrical granite rocks slide over pebbled ice. Only a brief account of the aspects of curling most relevant to this paper will be conveyed here. The reader may consult any of numerous books on curling to more fully understand this intriguing sport. Information may also be obtained from, for example, the Canadian Curling Association [1] .
Two chief aspects relevant to the discussion in this paper are the shape of the bottom of the rock, and the nature of "pebbled" ice. The rocks have a small contact area with the ice: the bottom of the rock is curved and hollowed out, so that only a thin annulus (of diameter 12.5 cm and width 3 to 5 mm) makes contact with the ice. The ice surface consists of many rounded protrusions, with adjacent valleys, and is called pebbled ice. The consequence is that kinetic melting of the ice results as the rock moves over it, and a thin liquid film is nested between (portions of) the contact annulus and the ice surface [2] .
The motion exhibited by curling rocks is quite interesting, in several respects. Perhaps most interesting is the trajectory of the rocks: slowly rotating rocks moving over the sheet of ice do not move in a straight line; instead, the path is curved (hence the name "curling"). Moreover, the direction in which the rocks curl is opposite to the direction of lateral displacement of other rotating cylinders sliding over solid surfaces. For example, an overturned cylindrical drinking glass, projected over a smooth surface and rotating counterclockwise (as viewed from above and behind), will move laterally to the right, whereas a curling rock, sliding over pebbled ice, and rotating counterclockwise, will curl to the left.
Perhaps the most interesting question to ask is: why does a curling rock curl, and why does it curl in the direction that it does?
Two distinct models [2, 3] have successfully accounted for the lateral motion of curling rocks by using front-back asymmetry. Another publication [4] claims the lateral motion can be accounted for instead by a left-right asymmetry. By "left-right" and "front-back" asymmetry we mean the following. The instantaneous velocity of the center of mass of the rock may be used to break the rock up into halves: left and right halves, or front and back. Left-right asymmetry means the forces acting around the contact annulus are symmetric front and back but asymmetric left and right (see Fig. 1 ). Similarly, front-back asymmetry means the forces are asymmetric front and back.
Five main points will be made in this paper.
1. We show that the lateral motion of slowly rotating curling rocks cannot be explained by a force that has left-right asymmetry in an inertial frame; consequently, the lateral motion is due to front-back asymmetry. We show that left-right asymmetry, in an inertial frame, gives no net force lateral to the direction of motion of the rock, and thus results in straight-line motion. The instantaneous center of mass velocity v is in the +y-direction, and the rock is rotating counterclockwise as viewed from above. Shown are the velocities relative to the ice of two portions of the contact annulus, located at angles ±φ. The net velocities are simply u(±φ) = v + v rot (±φ), where |v rot (±φ)| = rω, r is the radius of the contact annulus, and the directions of v rot (±φ) are tangential to the contact annulus, as shown. The two forces, f (±φ), in directions opposite to u(±φ), are equal in magnitude and make the same angle with the y-axis, but in opposite senses. The two forces combine to give a net force in the −y-direction, and no net force transverse to v.
2. Early in this paper, we will assume that the results in ref. 4 are correct, and we will inquire as to the consequences of those results. In particular, we will use the expressions presented in ref. 4 to derive the equation for the real force, F , in the inertial frame, that is required to obtain the description proposed in ref. 4 . We will find that the expression for the net nonzero component, F T , transverse to the velocity of the center of mass of the rock, has a rather unorthodox form, and we will point out that no physical derivation of this force F T has as yet been given. We will inquire as to the physical basis for F T : we will see that the form of F T is physically unreasonable, and leads to predicted motions that are in clear disagreement with observed motions.
3. We also consider an effective force having left-right asymmetry in a rotating, noninertial reference frame. We do so because it seems that this may be what was done in ref. 4 . If such an effective force is to give lateral motion, as observed in the inertial frame, then the lateral motion is due to a real force, in the inertial frame, that has a net nonzero component, F T , transverse to the velocity of the center of mass of the rock. We show that the real force in the inertial frame is not left-right asymmetric; consequently, the lateral motion of the rock is actually due to front-back asymmetry, just as in the case of refs. 2 and 3. We again find that the motions predicted by ref. 4 are in disagreement with observed motions.
4. We carefully consider the motion of a rotating cylinder sliding over a smooth, flat surface for which there is no melting. We show that the motion is readily analyzed in an inertial frame, and that there is little to be gained by examining the motion in a rotating frame. We also show that, whereas all aspects of the motion are easily addressed by working in an inertial frame, problems can easily arise if one attempts to determine all aspects of the motion by working exclusively in a rotating frame. Since such problems can arise in a case where the forces and the motion in an inertial frame are unequivocal, we suggest that it is best to work in an inertial frame in the considerably more complicated case of the motion of a curling rock.
5. Perhaps the most important point of this paper is the following. The approach taken in ref. 4 , and the results presented in ref. 4 , lead to predicted motions of curling rocks that are in disagreement with observed motions of real curling rocks.
Our two principal conclusions will be (i) that the approach and the results in ref. 4 are incorrect, and (ii) that working in an inertial frame is much more appropriate than attempting to use a noninertial frame.
Left-right asymmetry
We summarize, and comment briefly on, what was done in ref. 4 .
(1.) The following was presented as a left-right asymmetric force acting on the contact annulus of a slowly rotating curling rock:
with
where µ and b are positive constants, and e(φ) is the instantaneous direction of motion, relative to the underlying ice surface, of the portion of the contact annulus located at angle φ; the angle φ is measured counterclockwise from the direction perpendicular to the instantaneous velocity of the center of mass, v, with 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2π , and φ = π/2 is the direction of v. (See Fig. 1 The most melting will occur at the point moving fastest relative to the ice, i.e., where the "rotational" velocity (with magnitude rω) is added to v to give a net relative speed of v + rω (this point is located at φ = 0). The least melting will occur at the point having a net relative speed of v − rω (i.e., at φ = π). Equation (2) gives a coefficient of friction capturing this idea.
On reading this explanation, one is led to consider (1) and (2) to give the force acting on the rock in an inertial frame. However, it is not clear whether or not this was what was intended in ref. 4 . Instead, it seems that the force given by (1) and (2), which has meaning in an inertial frame, may have been taken to be the effective force in the rotating, noninertial frame. We will discuss this more fully below. 4 that the origins of the inertial and rotating frames coincide. From this, one might think that the rotating frame also has its origin at the release point of the rock, and that the rotating frame was to have an angular speed relative to the inertial frame such that the rock would appear, in the rotating frame, to recede directly away from the origin, and to show no lateral motion, as viewed in the rotating frame. Another possible interpretation for the rotating frame, and a more likely one, is the following. At any instant, one is to use a frame that has its origin on the ice, beneath the center of mass of the rock, that rotates with an angular speed relative to the inertial frame such that the rock exhibits no lateral motion in the rotating frame. Moreover, the origin of the rotating frame is stationary relative to the inertial frame; i.e., the origin of the rotating frame does not move with the rock. In this case, what one has is a continuum of rotating frames. We have looked at both possibilities, and have concluded that the latter of the two was most probably the one actually used in ref. 4 , and by "the rotating frame" we will mean, unless otherwise stated, this second possibility.
Given that inertial and rotating frames were used in ref. 4 , there are two possible interpretations of the force in (1): (i) that f (φ) is the force in the inertial frame, and (ii) that f (φ) is the "effective" force, in the noninertial reference frame, i.e., that the "force" in the equation
with a rot being the acceleration measured in the rotating frame, is obtained from (1) via
The reader will recall that the effective force in a noninertial frame consists of a combination of real forces, in an inertial frame, and fictitious forces in the noninertial frame that arise due to the acceleration and (or) rotation of the noninertial frame. We will examine both possibilities (i) and (ii). We will find that (i) in the inertial frame, (1) and (2) give no net force transverse to the velocity v of the center of mass, and consequently that the rock moves in a straight line; (ii) in the rotating frame, if the rock is to move laterally (as viewed from the inertial frame), then the lateral motion is due to a real force that has a net nonzero component F T transverse to v in the inertial frame. We will derive the expression for F T that is required by the proposal made in ref. 4 and show that this expression for F T has not yet been given any physical justification. We also show that the form of F T is physically unreasonable, and predicts motions of curling rocks that are in disagreement with observed motions.
Left-right asymmetry in an inertial frame
It has already been reported in the literature [5] that a left-right asymmetry cannot give lateral displacement. That report was succinct, however, and to ensure the point is clear, we present here a more detailed analysis. To show definitively that (1) and (2) result in no net lateral force, consider Fig. 1 . The figure shows the right half of the rock. The instantaneous center-of-mass velocity v is in the +y-direction, and the rock is rotating counterclockwise as viewed from above. The figure shows the velocities relative to the ice of two portions of the contact annulus, located at angles ±φ. The net velocities are simply u(±φ) = v + v rot (±φ), where |v rot (±φ)| = rω, and the directions of v rot (±φ) are tangential to the contact annulus, as shown. The two forces, f (±φ), also shown, are equal in magnitude and make the same angle with the y-axis, but in opposite senses. The two forces combine to give a net force in the −y-direction, and no net force transverse to v. This simple exercise holds for all such pairs around the contact annulus, with the result that there is no net force lateral to the direction of motion of the center of mass. Consequently, a left-right asymmetric force in an inertial frame gives no lateral motion: the rock moves in a straight line.
Although it is clear, it must be stated: for a net external force F that is always in the direction opposite to the velocity v of the center of mass, the trajectory of the center of mass is a straight line.
Predicted vs. observed motions
In this section we will give the equations and results presented in ref. 4 . We will examine the consequences of these equations and results. We will show that the approach taken and the results presented in ref. 4 lead to predicted motions of curling rocks that are in disagreement with the observed motions of actual curling rocks. In the following section of this paper, we will address the question of what was done in ref. 4 to lead to these incorrect results.
The following equation was used in ref. 4 to relate the accelerations of the center of mass of a curling rock in the inertial and rotating frames:
a was given by
where e v is a unit vector in the direction of v. The following expression was given for :
where
with v 0 being the initial speed, r the radius of the contact annulus, and R the outer radius of the curling rock. These equations were used in ref. 4 to calculate the acceleration a in the inertial frame. The trajectory of the rock in the inertial frame was given in ref. 4 by the following two equations:
and
One cannot tell, just by looking at (7) and (8), whether or not this is a physically reasonable result. However, by addressing the crucial physical question that arises, one can easily conclude that (7) and (8) 
where e T is transverse to e v . The transverse component of this force is physically unreasonable; it is proportional to the reduction in the speed of the rock since it was released! We will discuss in more detail this rather strange force, F , that is required to give the trajectory specified by (7) and (8) . Our main task in this section is to examine the consequences of the results presented in ref. 4 .
A very serious consequence of these equations is the following physically unreasonable result. Two curling rocks, released from different initial positions, but such that they have the same angular and linear velocities at a given later time (i.e., are "side by side", rotating in the same sense, and moving with the same velocity), will subsequently follow different paths. To ensure clarity, we consider a specific example.
Consider (A) 0 = 1.875 m/s, and in the same direction that rock A is traveling at time t 1 ; the release point of rock B is chosen such that the line connecting the centers of the two rocks is perpendicular to their velocities. In other words, the two rocks are, at time t 1 , side by side, and are moving in the same direction, with the same speed v 1 . Rock B is also released with an angular rotation in the same sense as that of rock A.
Note that, according to ref. 4 , the trajectory of a rock does not depend on the magnitude of the angular velocity, only on its direction. Thus, it is not necessary, according to ref. 4 , that rocks A and B have, at time t 1 , the same angular speed; it is only required that they rotate in the same sense.
Using (7) and (8), one can easily calculate the x and y coordinates, in the inertial frame, of the final locations of the two rocks. Note that one must take into account that the motions of the two rocks are calculated with respect to their release points and their initial directions of motion.
The results are as follows. The final y coordinates of the two rocks are, to leading order, the same:
f (these are with respect to the release point of rock A). For example, taking µ = 0.0127 and g = 9.8 m/s, y We emphasize that the trajectories in Fig. 2 begin to diverge immediately after the release of rock B. Consequently, the difference in the trajectories cannot be attributed to, for example, the breakdown in the approximate equations near the end of the trajectories.
To ensure that there is no misunderstanding about the motions of rocks A and B, we introduce a second inertial frame that has its origin located at the release point of rock B, with its y axis in the initial direction of motion of rock B, and with its x axis perpendicular to the initial direction of motion of rock B. This coordinate system is shown explicitly in Fig. 2 . Note that the origin of the x -y coordinate system, i.e., the point of release of rock B, is at the location of rock A at time t 1 after the release of rock A. According to the results presented in ref. 4 , the trajectory of rock B in the x -y coordinate system is given by (7) and (8) above. Of course, one must interpret the symbols in these two equations as follows. Equation (7) gives the magnitude of the x -coordinate of rock B at a time t after the release of rock B. Similarly, (8) gives the y -coordinate of rock B at a time t after the release of rock B. The symbol v 0 in these equations is the initial speed of rock B, namely, v (B) 0 = v 1 = 1.875 m/s. The symbol t 0 in these equations is the time after the release of rock B that rock B comes to rest, i.e., t 0 ≡ t (7) and (8), one easily determines the final location of rock B in the x -y coordinate system: 
It is a simple matter to convert the final location of rock B from the x -y coordinate system into the coordinate system for rock A, i.e., the x-y coordinate system shown in Fig. 2 , the origin of which is located at the point of release of rock A, with the y axis in the direction of the initial velocity of rock A, and the x axis perpendicular to the direction of the initial velocity of rock A. For example, |x (B) ψ ≈ (0.051 + 0.318 + 14.12 × 0.0150) m ≈ 0.58 m, where ψ is the magnitude of the angle between the y axis and the y axis (ψ ≈ 0.0150).
In Fig. 3 we show the final lateral separation of the two rocks as a function of the time of release, t 1 , of rock B after the release of rock A. The figure clearly shows that the final lateral separation is large for all t 1 (except for t 1 close to zero, the time at which rock A is released, or close to the time at which rock A stops moving). So, the large lateral separation is a general feature of the motion predicted by the results of ref. 4 , and is not a particular result of the time selected for the release of rock B.
These predicted motions are in disagreement with observed motions of real curling rocks. Moreover, the predicted motions are physically unreasonable; the equations given in ref. 4 imply the following. If one determines the instantaneous velocity and angular velocity of a curling rock at some instant of time after the rock has been released, the equations in ref. 4 say that one cannot know what the trajectory of the rock will be subsequent to this time; the equations say instead that one needs to know how much time has elapsed since the rock was first released. Clearly, this is physically unreasonable.
To demonstrate the significance of this, we present an alternative way of interpreting the two trajectories in Fig. 2 . Instead of regarding the trajectories as belonging to two different rocks, we can interpret them as trajectories predicted by two different observers. Observer "A" sees a rock released with initial speed v (A) 0 = 2.5 m/s in the direction of the y axis of Fig. 2 , released from the origin of the x-y coordinate system in Fig. 2 . Using (7) and (8), observer A will predict that the rock will follow the continuous-line trajectory in Fig. 2 : this prediction is based on the results presented in ref. 4 . At a time t 1 after the rock was released from the origin of the x-y coordinate system, a second observer measures the translational speed, rotational speed, and observes the direction of translational motion and direction of rotation of the rock. This observer, observer "B", can then use the results presented in ref. 4 to predict the path of the rock subsequent to observing its "initial" translational and rotational velocities, -i.e., they are initial velocities for observer B. Observer B will then use the x -y coordinate system of Fig.  2 to calculate the trajectory of the curling rock, and will predict that it follows the broken-line path of Fig. 2 . That the results in ref. 4 imply that observers A and B will predict different paths for the same curling rock for all times t > t 1 clearly reveals that the results of ref. 4 are not self-consistent, and that the work in ref. 4 is wrong.
We emphasize that these physically unreasonable trajectories are a consequence of only the results presented in ref. 4 ; these predicted trajectories have been obtained using only the equations for x(t) and y(t) given in ref. 4 .
With regard to the failure of ref. 4 , when we refer, for example, to disagreement with observed motions, we are talking about major qualitative failure: rocks do not follow different trajectories like those in Fig. 2 . We are not referring to a small disagreement between prediction and observation, such as, for example, the predicted curl distance being 0.8 that of the observed curl distance. Minor differences like this are to be expected in the course of constructing a good model: predictions of the model allow for experimental and (or) observational tests that in turn allow for improvement in the model. The failure of ref. 4 is not minor.
Later in this paper we will consider the motion of an overturned, rotating, drinking glass sliding over a smooth surface. We will calculate the motion using an inertial frame. We will find that the results are such that one can, as expected, predict the motion subsequent to some instant of time after the glass was released if one knows the velocity and the angular velocity at this time. This is as expected and as required on physical grounds.
That the predicted motions of ref. 4 are in disagreement with observed motions leads to the conclusion that the approach suggested and the results presented in ref. 4 are wrong.
The physical reason for the failure of the approach used in ref. 4 will be discussed in the next section.
Left-right asymmetry in a rotating frame
As indicated previously, two reference frames are referred to in ref. 4 : an inertial frame, and a rotating, noninertial frame. The origin of the rotating frame was taken to be located directly beneath the center of mass of the rock. The rotating frame was also taken to have an angular speed relative to the inertial frame such that the rock exhibits no lateral motion (as viewed in the rotating frame).
Given the results presented in ref. 4 , perhaps the most important question to address is the following:
What is the real, physical force, in the inertial frame, that gives rise to this motion?
It is straightforward to determine this force, F , from (7) and (8) 
for x(t) and y(t).
Calculating the acceleration a in the inertial frame, one finds that
the transverse component of which has magnitude
To ensure clarity, we emphasize that (9) and (10) were obtained using only the equations for x(t) and y(t) given in ref. 4 . Consequently, (9) and (10) give the true physical force F required to produce the results presented in ref. 4 . As such, the discussion that follows in the remainder of this section will also apply for the next section of this paper.
The same result for F is obtained if one interprets (3) 
, we obtain the same result for a, or equivalently, for F , as given in (9) above.
The consequence of identifying dv dt rot in this manner is that the following approach may well have been the approach used in ref. 4 : that f (φ) was considered in ref. 4 to be the real, physical force acting on the contact annulus. But this interpretation would imply that the rock travels in a straight line, which in turn would require ≡ 0! (See Sect. 3.) Having = 0, and given by (5), requires that the true physical force in the inertial frame be given instead by (9) .
In other words, if we are to assume that the results given in ref. 4 are correct, then the true, physical force acting on the rock, in the inertial frame, is given by (9) above.
Note that the equation a = (dv/dt) rot + × v, with F given by (9) and given by (5), is still satisfied, because (F T ) rot ≡ 0.
Let us be absolutely clear about the meaning of (9) and (10): F , in (9) , is the force, in the inertial frame, that would be required to give the trajectories presented in ref. 4 ; F T , given by (10) , is the component of the net force exerted on the rock, in an inertial frame, that is transverse to the instantaneous center-of-mass velocity, in the inertial frame.
The following questions must be addressed: What is the physical origin of the force F ?
In particular, what is the physical origin of the transverse component F T ? Nowhere in ref. 4 is there any discussion of the forces in the inertial frame -unless, of course, (1) is to be interpreted as the force in an inertial frame, in which case the rock does not curl. Moreover, nowhere in ref. 4 is there any discussion of the force F T , i.e., the force responsible for the lateral motion of the curling rock! In problems like the one considered in this paper, namely, the motion of a curling rock, one would usually start by obtaining, in an inertial reference frame, expressions for the forces acting on the object in question. This is what was done in refs. 2 and 3. It is what one would do to obtain a description of, for example, the motion of a rotating, overturned drinking glass sliding over a smooth solid surface (see Sect. 7).
Consequently, the following questions emerge: Does it make sense to start off, in an inertial frame, and write down (9) for the force acting on a curling rock, and (10) Again, no physical explanation was given in ref. 4 for the origin of (9) or (10). Instead, a discussion of differential melting around the rock was presented, but that discussion would give a force that is left-right asymmetric in the inertial frame (see above).
Related questions that must be addressed are as follows. Why would it be desirable to describe the motion of a curling rock using a rotating, noninertial reference frame? If it was desirable to do so, would it not also be desirable to present the equivalent description in an inertial frame?
We complete this section by summarizing the serious problems with the approach taken and results given in ref. 4 . 
is unreasonable from a physical point of view: F T is proportional to (v 0 − v), the amount of speed that has been lost since the rock was released. This means that F T does not depend on only the instantaneous velocity of the center of mass (and possibly also on the instantaneous angular velocity), but is also dependent on the reduction in speed since the rock was released! This history-dependent transverse force is the principal physical reason that accounts for the different trajectories in Fig. 2 , and is the reason why the results in ref. 4 are in severe disagreement with the actual motion of real curling rocks. One is thus left to consider the possibility that a be interpreted instead as the acceleration of the center of mass of the rock in the rotating frame, i.e., that
where v rot is the velocity of the center of mass of the rock in the rotating frame. This interpretation also fails, as we show in the next section, as it again leads to trajectories that imply motions that are in disagreement with observed motions.
Left-right asymmetry in a rotating frame -revisited
Consider next that (1) and (2) (note that, while r rot = 0,ṙ rot = 0). With this interpretation, (1) and (2) give the effective force, F eff , acting on the rock as seen in the rotating frame; i.e., multiplying the equation for a above by M gives
The crucial question, again, is: What is the true force acting on the rock, in the inertial frame? The answer is, except for the factor of 2, the same as in the previous section. The resultant motion is, again, physically unacceptable. The five serious problems listed at the end of Sect. 5, therefore, apply for both possible interpretations of f (φ).
It would seem that the principal problem with ref. 4 is that has not been properly calculated (see below). Indeed, it seems odd that one would want to use rotating frames to do the calculation at all. To demonstrate this point, we will consider a simpler motion, one where the forces involved are unequivocal, and we show that the motion is easily analyzed in an inertial frame, and that there is little to gain by working in a rotating frame. The motion we will study (in the next section) is that of an overturned, rotating drinking glass that slides over a smooth surface.
The conclusion is the following. Whether one interprets the force used in the approach taken in ref. 4 as the real physical force in an inertial frame, or the effective force in a rotating noninertial frame, the consequence is the same: the trajectories that result, predict motions of curling rocks that are in disagreement with the observed motions of actual curling rocks.
The only reasonable conclusion, therefore, is that the approach suggested in ref. 4 , and the results presented in ref. 4 , are wrong.
Motion of a sliding, rotating cylinder: inertial vs. rotating frames
We have shown that the motion in ref. 4 is physically unreasonable, and that the results given in ref. 4 are incorrect.
The following questions remain to be addressed. Can one work exclusively in a rotating frame, and correctly solve for all aspects of the motion? Is there anything to be gained by working in a rotating frame instead of an inertial frame? In posing these questions, we are referring to the motions of rotating cylinders sliding over solid surfaces.
The reason we address these questions is as follows. We have seen that the force f (φ) given by (1), and used in ref. 4 , can be interpreted in two ways: (i) f (φ) is the true, physical force in the inertial frame; (ii) f (φ) is the effective force in the rotating, noninertial frame. It is difficult to believe that possibility (i) was employed in ref. 4 because, as has been unequivocally demonstrated earlier in this paper, this interpretation results in straight line motion of the curling rock, which is not what was reported in ref. 4 . We must therefore conclude that possibility (ii) was what was actually tried in ref. 4 . Indeed, in using the equation a = a + × v (i.e., (3)), it seems that the strategy in ref. 4 was to calculate the terms on the right-hand side to find a, and thereby also find x(t) and y(t). In other words, the true physical force F was not used in ref. 4 to find a. Instead, an attempt was made to calculate a , , and v, apparently by working in a rotating frame. Consequently, we address the questions stated above.
Our principal objective in this section is to use a simple example of a sliding, rotating cylinder to illustrate the difficulties inherent in working exclusively in a rotating reference frame. In doing so, we provide an instructive example that clearly illustrates that it is straightforward to solve problems of this nature by working exclusively in an inertial frame.
We will first calculate the motion in an inertial frame. Then we will inquire as to how the calculation might be attempted in a rotating frame. We will see that nontrivial problems can arise in trying to calculate the effective external forces on the cylinder in the rotating frame. Our conclusion will be that it is best to work in an inertial frame, and to use the true physical force to solve the problem.
We consider the case of a cylinder rotating about its center of mass and sliding over a smooth solid surface. The surface is such that no melting is involved. An example is the motion of a cylindrically symmetric overturned drinking glass. The equations of motion for such a case are unequivocal. One simply considers the friction and normal force acting around the contact annulus and derives equations for the net external force and the torque acting on the glass; one then obtains expressions for the acceleration of the center of mass and the angular speed of rotation. All of this is readily done in an inertial frame.
We present here the results of such a calculation. To simplify the discussion, we consider the case of slow rotation (rω 0 << v 0 ) and small lateral displacement as compared to the distance traveled. The y-axis of the inertial frame is in the direction of the initial velocity v 0 of the center of mass of the glass, the x-axis is perpendicular to the y-axis, and the z-axis is normal to and away from the surface. We define unit vectors e v and e T in the inertial frame as follows: e v is in the direction of the instantaneous velocity of the center of mass, e T is transverse to e v and such that e T × e v = e z , where e z is a unit vector in the +z-direction.
The normal force acting around the contact annulus of the overturned glass is given by
where h is the height of the center of mass of the glass above the surface, µ is the coefficient of kinetic friction, r is the radius of the contact annulus of the glass, and the angle θ is measured counterclockwise from e T . The friction exerted by the surface on a small portion of the glass, at angle θ , has magnitude µdN(θ) and is in the direction opposite to the velocity of the small portion relative to the surface; for the case of clockwise rotation (as viewed from above), to leading order, the components are given by
the contribution to the torque is
One readily verifies using equations (11) that the net force on the glass in the z-direction is zero, and that the net torque on the glass in the plane of the surface is also zero, as required. For the case of slow rotation, one also readily finds the equations for the components of the net force along and transverse to the direction of the instantaneous velocity of the center of mass, as well as the net torque. For clockwise rotation of the glass, as viewed from above, one finds:
where ω(t) and v(t) are the magnitudes of the angular speed and the center of mass speed at time t. Using F = Mdv/dt and τ z = I dω/dt and taking I = 1 2 Mr 2 , we find for the magnitudes of the center-of-mass speed v and the angular speed ω:
These results are to leading order only. Also to leading order, we find the distance traveled in the y-direction is given by
The x-component of the force is given by
where ψ v (t) is the magnitude of the angle made by the y-axis and the center-of-mass velocity v, and F T and F v are the magnitudes of F T and F v . For the case of slow rotation, we have
Thus, to leading order, the equation for x(t) is
The solution to (19) is
where τ ≡ t/t 0 . One readily verifies that this expression satisfies (19). It is also straightforward to show that these equations for x(t) and y(t) pass the "trajectory test" used earlier to show that the results in ref. 4 are physically unacceptable. Here, one finds that the trajectories of the two drinking glasses are identical. Consequently, as expected and as required, one can determine the motion subsequent to any time t (with 0 < t < t 0 ) given that one knows v(t) and ω(t). This follows from the form of equations (12)- (14).
We complete this calculation by giving typical values for the motion considered. For example, taking µ = 0.05, h = 0.12 m, ω 0 = 2s −1 , v 0 = 0.5 m/s, and using g = 9.8 m/s 2 , we have y(t 0 ) ≈ 25.5 cm and |x(t 0 )| ≈ 0.3 cm.
All of the above has been done exclusively in the inertial frame. We next address the question of what should be done in a rotating frame.
One might try to obtain an expression for the effective force of friction exerted on the contact annulus in the rotating frame, i.e., to derive an expression for the effective force df eff (θ ) around the contact annulus. One might attempt this by using the following equation (see, for example, eq. (10.23), p. 386  of ref. 6, or eq. (10.26), p. 363 of ref. 7) , which relates the acceleration a in the inertial frame and the acceleration a rot in the rotating frame:
where the location r rot and the velocity v rot of the point in question are measured in the rotating frame,
The result of this is that one obtains expressions for the net effective force and the net torque, in the rotating frame, and one finds that the equation for the torque is not correct.
The physical reason for the failure of this approach is as follows. Equation (21) relates the accelerations in the two reference frames, not the external forces. For example, if one considers a portion of the contact annulus, at angle θ , with mass dm(θ ), one might think it is related to df (θ ) by df (θ ) = dm(θ)a(θ), where df (θ) is the net force of friction on the mass element dm(θ ). This is not correct; the correct expression is, or course, df NET ext (θ ) = dm(θ )a(θ ), where df NET ext (θ ) is the net, external force on the mass element, and is not just due to the external force of friction but also includes internal forces.
Correct expressions for the net force and the net torque may be obtained from the accelerations, provided proper care is taken. Note, however, that one must use knowledge of the motion in the inertial frame in order to obtain correct results in the rotating frame.
Another approach to doing the calculation in the rotating frame is to guess, or hypothesize, what the external, effective force of friction in the rotating frame might be. For example, one could try to take df eff (θ) to be the same function of v rot , ω rot , θ , etc., as df (θ ) is of v, ω, θ , etc. This also fails to give a complete and correct description of the motion. Alternatively, one could try to take df eff (θ ) to be similar, but not identical to df (θ). The "obvious" choices (which we have looked at) also fail.
We have examined these and other similar problems in detail. The interested reader will no doubt benefit from examining such problems.
One could try to adopt the approach used in ref. 4 . There, instead of using the equations F = Mdv/dt and τ = I dω/dt (which are three equations in the three unknowns [v x (t), v y (t), and ω(t)]), to solve for the motion, an attempt was made to obtain the acceleration a in the inertial frame by solving for the quantities on the right-hand side of the equation a = a + × v. We have seen earlier in this paper how expressions for a and v were obtained in ref. If one attempts to use the analogous approach for the overturned drinking glass, one obtains an expression for that is completely incorrect. Specifically, identifying the leading term in τ that involves the asymmetry in the force around the contact annulus to give , as was done in ref. 4 , gives an incorrect result for .
One can try many different approaches to extract the equations of motion by working exclusively in the rotating frame. However, one always has the number of unknowns being one more than the number of equations. In other words, if one does not know the motion in the inertial frame, one cannot calculate all aspects of the motion in the rotating frame. It seems to us that one needs some knowledge of the motion in the inertial frame to get complete and correct results using the rotating frame.
To ensure clarity, we point out that one can, of course, benefit by using a rotating frame in combination with an inertial frame and the true physical force. For example, consider again (18) for F x . Using a rotating frame, the origin of which is directly beneath the instantaneous position of the center of mass, and the equation a T = × v one finds from (13), (15), and (16) that
Using this in (18) gives
One readily solves (22) to obtain x(t) as given by (20). One could regard this manner of solving for x(t) as easier than solving (19). As such, there is arguably some benefit to using a rotating frame. However, we emphasize that this method requires knowledge of the true physical force in the inertial frame. We also point out that, again, this is not what was done in ref. 4 . For completeness, we note that these approximate equations break down as t → t 0 . Based on the results for the simple case of an overturned drinking glass sliding over a smooth solid surface, we conclude the following. Since problems can arise, even in this simple case, in trying to obtain an expression for the effective force around the contact annulus in the rotating frame, it does not seem to be a good idea to try to describe the considerably more complicated problem of the motion of a curling rock using a rotating reference frame. One cannot use (21) to obtain the effective force due to friction on the contact annulus in the rotating frame. Taking the effective force to have the same expression as the inertial force, as was apparently done in ref. 4 , also seems not to be a physically meaningful approach.
We conclude that knowledge of the true, physical forces is required in order to completely and correctly calculate all aspects of the motion. It would therefore seem best to address problems of this type by working in an inertial frame, where the forces on the object are known, or at least wherein a physically sound approach may be used.
Discussion
Our two principal conclusions are that the approach taken and results presented in ref. 4 are incorrect, and that it is much better to work in an inertial frame than to address the motion of a curling rock by working in a noninertial frame. We expound upon these conclusions in the next section.
In this section, we focus on various other aspects of ref. 4 which need to be commented on. [9] . This behaviour is, indeed, a prediction of the model in ref. 2 , and has been verified by direct observation of actual curling rocks [9] . (1) and (2) have no ω 0 dependence, the result is inevitable. Even if a derivation of the transverse force F T of the net force on the rock in the inertial frame [i.e., (10) ] is eventually physically justified, or, more likely, if some similar but correct alternative proposal is made, the following must also be addressed. It is argued in ref. 4 that the left-right asymmetry is due to one side of the rock moving faster over the ice than the other: this is the origin of the parameter b. Since it is the rotational speed, rω, that gives rise to the asymmetry in (2), it seems that the coefficient b would have ω dependence. However, in ref. 2 further predicts that cylinders having a contact geometry that is very different than that of curling rocks will reveal just the opposite behaviour: the rotational motion stops well before the translational motion [11] . The contact geometry in this case is a number of contact segments that are evenly spaced around the outside of the cylinder and are all oriented radially outward from the center of the cylinder. This prediction has also recently been verified. 2π 0 r(φ) × f (φ)dφ and ω rot is the angular acceleration of the curling rock in the rotating frame. The former was used to determine the center-of-mass speed (i.e., v = v 0 − µgt). It would seem that the latter equation would be used to calculate ω(t) (i.e., τ = Iω); however, the torque equation was used in ref. 4 to extract results for both ω rot (t) and (t). Clearly, three equations are needed to solve for three unknowns; i.e., a third equation is needed to calculate (t). As shown in sect. 7, it seems that nontrivial problems arise when one attempts to calculate all three quantities if one works exclusively in the rotating frame. However, all three [i.e., v(t), ω(t), and (t)] are readily calculated by working in an inertial frame. The argument presented in ref. 4 that appears to give (5) for seems to be the following: since the rock goes in a straight line for b = 0 (i.e., the "rotating" frame and the inertial frame coincide at all times), the term involving b when b = 0 in the equation τ = I (ω rot +˙ ) must give . This is not a convincing argument. One could equally well argue as follows: whether b = 0 or b = 0, since the true, physical force is leftright asymmetric, the rock goes in a straight line, and the "rotating" frame and the inertial frame coincide at all times, i.e., ≡ 0. If any proposal like the one made in ref. 4 is to taken as a reasonable description of the motion of a curling rock, it is necessary that (t) be calculated, and in such a manner as to leave no doubt about the result. It is also required that a physical derivation be given of the associated lateral force F T in the inertial frame, because (t) and F T are inextricably linked. Moreover, the force F T must be physically reasonable.
Conclusions
Our two main conclusions in this paper are [2] For the purpose of studying the motion of curling rocks, it is much better to work in an inertial frame than to attempt to solve the problem using a noninertial frame.
We next expound upon these results. The principal results of this paper are as follows:
(1) We have shown that, if one interprets the left-right asymmetric force given in ref. 4 to be in the inertial frame, then the curling rock would move in a straight line.
(2) If instead we interpret the left-right asymmetric force to be in the rotating frame, the lateral motion of a curling rock does not result from left-right asymmetry in the inertial frame, and instead is due to the transverse component F T , given by (10), of a real force in the inertial frame. In this interpretation, no physical basis was given in ref. 4 for the description proposed in ref. 4 . Consequently, the proposal made in ref. 4 cannot be taken as a legitimate model of the motion of a curling rock unless several conditions are met (see Sect. 5); it is extremely unlikely that all these conditions can be met. It is however possible that a similar but alternative approach may result in reasonable trajectories. Such an approach would have to meet the conditions specified in Sect. 5. One of these conditions, for example, is that a physical derivation of F T , in an inertial frame, must be presented: if the force on a curling rock actually has left-right asymmetry in the rotating frame, then it must be derived by also deriving the forces that act on the rock in an inertial frame. The other requirements are given in Sect. 5. The most important requirement is of course that the trajectories be physically reasonable in the sense described earlier in this paper.
(3) Based on our results for the straightforward case of a rotating cylinder sliding over a surface for which there is no melting, we conclude that the considerably more complicated problem of the motion of a curling rock is best analyzed in an inertial frame, and not in a rotating, noninertial frame. We have carefully read the Reply to Comment following our paper. In our opinion, nothing of merit is stated in the Reply. Instead of addressing all of the issues raised there, we simply invite the readers to carefully read our Comment and the Reply to Comment, and carefully consider both points of view. We leave it to the readers to decide for themselves what is correct and what is incorrect An important consequence of the work we have reported in this paper, is that models such as refs. 2 and 3 remain as viable candidates for the explanation of the motion of curling rocks. We note that differential melting most probably does occur around the contact annulus; but differential melting alone simply cannot account for the curl of a curling rock. In our view, it is the tendency of the granite-liquid adhesion to draw some of the thin liquid film around the rock [2] that accounts for most of the curl, even if differential melting does occur. The dragging of the liquid to the front of the rock thus gives front-back asymmetry, resulting in lateral motion. As noted in this paper, various nontrivial predictions of this model have been made and confirmed by actual observation and (or) experimentation. Details are given elsewhere (see, for example, refs. 2, 9, and 11).
At this time, it seems that front-back asymmetry is certain to play a major role in what will be the ultimate description of curling rock motion.
